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ABSTRACT
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by
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July, 2000

The purpose of this project was to develop prototype lesson plans that connects
and integrates musical and mathematical concepts at the 5th grade level. Both musical
and mathematical concepts can be enhanced when studying the correlation between the
two subjects. This project will provide lesson plans and activities using the Washington
State Essential Academic Leaming Requirements as a basis for the concepts being taught.
The goal of the project is to inspire teachers to use integration throughout the curriculum.
An integrated curriculum develops and supports the coherence of ideas and
concepts taught within our schools. By fostering our natural instinct to integrate our life
experiences, curriculum integration can increase the understanding, motivation, and
relevance of learning new concepts.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

The main goal of education is to prepare children to be informed and capable
members of society by integrating into life the knowledge and skills gained through the
experiences of school. A fundamental core of learning is essential for students to acquire,
and the various disciplines taught within school each have a significant contribution to
make towards that core (Thompson, 1992).
Sometimes curricula used in schools explicitly highlights how students can
integrate the knowledge and skills gained with other subjects or life experiences outside
of school. However, other times, curricula presented to students seem fragmented, and
connections on how to use the information or its relevance in real world situations are not
made clear. This may happen when subjects within a curriculum are taught as discrete
units of information, at certain times of the day, without providing opportunities to
connect information from one subject to another or to show relevance to real world
experiences. According to Mikow-Porto (1998) students should develop and apply new
ideas across the boundaries of traditionally separate subjects. Miller (19%) agrees that
education should function to help individuals synthesize, rather than fragment, their
understanding and their lives. An integrated curriculum, one that attempts to connect
learning experiences, develops and supports the coherence of ideas and concepts taught
within schools.
Every individual has a natural instinct to integrate his or her life experiences as
one grows and learns to use the knowledge gained through those experiences. Robin
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Fogarty supports this idea in the article JO Ways to Integrate Curriculum (1991) with a
quote from Ralph Waldo Emerson:
To the young mind everything is individual, stands by itself. By and by, it finds
how to join two things and see in them one nature; then three, then three
thousand ... discovering roots running underground whereby contrary and
remote things cohere and flower out from one stem. (p. 61)
By fostering the natural instinct to integrate life experiences, curriculum integration can
increase the understanding, motivation, and relevance of learning new concepts and skills
for students in school.
Curriculum integration does not only focus on ways to share curricular content to
expand understanding: It also fosters the development of processes such as problem
solving and hypothesizing; skills such as calculation and questioning; concepts such as
communication and patterns; and affective goals such as motivation and self-concept
(Adams & James, 1998). These higher order thinking skills are relevant to today's
schools, especially within states that have developed benchmarks for student learning and
tests that require the use of these skills to assess knowledge of those benchmarks. The
Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction in Washington State (2000), for example,
provides four educational goals that are the underlying factors in developing the
benchmark skills students must acquire. These goals state students shall be provided
opportunities to develop the knowledge and skills essential to:
(1) read with comprehension, write with skill, and communicate effectively and

responsibly in a variety of ways and settings;
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(2) know and apply the core concepts and principles of math; social, physical,
and life sciences; civics and history; geography; arts; and health and fitness;
(3) think analytically, logically, creatively, and to integrate experiences and
knowledge to form reasoned judgements and solve problems; and
(4) understand the importance of work and how performance, effort, and
decisions directly affect future career and educational opportunities. (Office
of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 2000)
An analysis of these goals leads to questions on how to provide students with
opportunities to develop the knowledge and skills to meet these educational goals,
academic benchmarks, and success on the assessment tests. Curriculum integration is an
approach for teachers to consider in helping students succeed in these goals. Miller
(1996) notes that since the teaching of reading, writing and mathematics has expanded to
include a plethora of curricular requirements, many teachers see integration as a viable
way to teach all

t~ey

are expected to cover. If curriculum integration can lead to success

in achieving state and national standards set for students, the next question for educators
is what content areas should be integrated within the curriculum. Ideally, all content
areas could be integrated. For the individual teacher wanting to integrate learning
experiences in his/her classroom, there are many possibilities for integration of subjects.
For example, the integration of the arts can be incorporated into each subject taught
throughout the school day.
Integrating appropriate arts instruction within a curriculum can enhance student
acquisition of basic skills as well as other higher order thinking skills (Mikow-Porto,
1998). The National Endowment for the Arts (as cited in Mikow-Porto) defined the arts
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as being able to assist students in building both basic and advanced skills, and the arts
help students to build connections to core subject areas and integrate their own learning
experiences. "Numerous studies show that arts experiences enhance students' selfconcept, cognitive development, critical-thinking abilities, problem-solving abilities,
communication, and social skills" ("The Art of Teaching," 19%, p. 51).
As a component of arts education, research suggests music is a useful classroom
tool (Chalmers, Olson, & Zurkowski, 1999; Ohlhaver, 1998) since music has been linked
to accelerated learning. As Ohlhaver (1998) argues:
As far back as Plato, music was said to be a more potent instrument than any
other for education. The music center of the brain, it seems, lies close to both
the language center and the spatial center and therefore has the capacity to train
the brain for higher forms of thinking. (p. 32)
Music can also elicit a physical response as well as mental stimulation. Music has
the power to arouse or relax, create a feeling a happiness or sadness, and even alter
physiological states of heart rate and blood pressure. "Because it appears that music can
influence human response in a variety of ways, it should not surprise us that music can
influence many factors associated with school performance" (Chalmers et al., 1999, p.
43). By integrating music education into core subject areas, teachers may be able to
increase the possibilities of student success by increasing the understanding, motivation,
and performance of students. Music integration also may help students develop higher
order thinking skills involved with integrating learning experiences.
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The Purpose
Miller (1996) writes that traditionally music either has been employed as a
handmaiden to help teach other subjects or has been taught as a discrete subject unrelated
to the rest of the curriculum. Teachers employing integration projects have a
responsibility to make sure the integrity of the subjects used is not sacrificed at the
expense of other subjects. For this reason, many teachers and music educators are
hesitant to become involved in integration projects (Byo, 1999; Thompson, 1992). They
feel they do not have sufficient background knowledge to maintain the integrity of
subjects involved. Teachers also expressed not having enough collaboration or
instructional time, and they do not have enough resources to accurately integrate subjects.
The purpose of this project was to develop prototype lesson plans that connects
and integrates music and musical concepts into a s•h grade mathematics unit. The goals
of the project are to show how musical and mathematical concepts can be integrated
without compromising the integrity of either subject and, secondly, to inspire teachers to
use integration throughout the curriculum. This project will provide lesson plans for a
two-week unit using the Washington State Essential Academic Leaming Requirements
(EALRs) as a basis for the concepts being taught. Mathematics was chosen as the core
subject with which to integrate music since benchmark concepts from both disciplines
could be enhanced when students study the connection between the two subjects. There
are many mathematical concepts that govern music theory that provide for a true
integration model.
Even though this project only provides sample lesson plans that have not been
implemented and only integrates music to math concepts, the project provides a starting
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point and springboard for integrating music throughout the curriculum. A review of
literature explores the rationale and research behind music integration by detailing why
music integration is important, what is needed for teachers to be successful with music
integration, and other examples of implementing music integration throughout a
curriculum. Procedures used to develop the integrated lesson plans within the project,
which can be used independently from the rest of the paper, are designed to provide a
road map to resources available for music integration and curricular objectives that
influence the concepts being presented. Finally, recommendations based on the research
are provided on how best to implement music within school curricula.
Definition of Terms
Accelerated Leaming
"A relaxed yet concentrated state of mind conducive to absorbing information at a
higher-than-average rate" (Chalmers, Olson, & Zurkowski, 1999, p. 43).
Arts Education
"Incorporating four distinct subject areas: music, dance, theater arts, and visual
arts" into a school curriculum (Mikow-Porto, 1998, p. 3).
Common Planning
Time for instructors to collaborate and be "involved in the planning and delivery
of instruction" (Thompson, 1992, p. 51).
Core Subject Areas
"A fundamental core of learning is essential for students to acquire, and the
various disciplines (math, science, history, language arts) each have a significant
contribution to make towards that core" (Thompson, 1992, p. 48).
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Curricular Connections
Teachers or students identifying connections between topics studied within a
planned course of study (Whitaker, 1996).
Curriculum Integration
The act of bringing two or more disciplines together for the purpose of making a
course of study which reflects the qualities of all the disciplines and gives maximum
benefit to the learner from experiencing such a curriculum (Adams & James, 1998, p. 3).
Departmentalized (or Fragmented) Method of Education
A design for organizing the curriculum that dictates separate and distinct
disciplines; typically, those disciplines are math, science, language arts, and social studies
(Fogarty, 1992, p. 53).

(

Frequency
A sound frequency corresponds to the number of vibrations per second produced
that creates a sound's pitch (Santu, 1998).
Higher Order Thinking Skills
"In 1956, Benjamin Bloom headed a group of educational psychologists who
developed a classification of levels of intellectual behavior important in learning: the
cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains. Bloom identified six levels within the
cognitive domain (knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation)." The higher order thinking skills encompass application, analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation (Distance Leaming Resource Network, 2000).
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Measure
A measure is the space between two bar lines within sheet music (Rozmajzl &
Boyer-White, 1996, p. 351).

Models of Integration
Organized prototypes, identified by Robin Fogarty, that educators can use to
successfully integrate the curriculum (Fogerty, 1992).
Music Education
"The national standards (in music education), for all public school students,
include singing, playing instruments, improvising, composing, reading/notating,
listening/analyzing, evaluating, understanding relationships between music and other
disciplines, and understanding music in relation to history and culture" (Byo, 1999, p.
112).
Octave
Mathematically, when two notes are an octave apart, the frequency of the higher
note is exactly double that of the lower note (Santu, 1998).
Musically, an octave designates the sound eight notes higher or lower than a given
note (Rozmajzl & Boyer-White, 1996, p. 53).
Pitch
"The relative highness or lowness of a musical sound" (Rozmajzl & Boyer-White,
1996, p. 352).
Scale
"An orderly ascending or descending arrangement of pitches within the limits of
an octave" (Rozmajzl & Boyer-White, 1996, p. 352).
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Spatial Reasoning Skills
"The ability to form mental images from physical objects or to see patterns in
space and time. Such skills, key to engineers and architects, aid in understanding
proportion, geometry, and other mathematical and scientific concepts" (Viadero, 1998, p.
2).

Specialist
An instructor that is "solely accountable for the delivery of instruction" of a
specific subject within a curriculum (Byo, 1999, p. 112).
Staff
Musical staffs are represented by five parallel lines and four spaces upon which
musical notation is written (Rozmajzl & Boyer-White, 19%, p. 353).
Subject Integrity
Maintaining constituent elements of disciplines being integrated to provide
opportunities for students to engage in meaningful learning experiences (Kassell, 1997;
Thompson, 1992).
Time Signature
"Two numbers, found at the beginning of a musical work, that represent how
many beats there are to a measure and what note or rest receives the beat" (Rozmajzl &
Boyer-White, 1996, p. 353).
Washington State Essential Academic Leaming Requirements CEALRs)
"Statewide academic standards developed for the 'basics' -reading, writing,
communication, and mathematics, and for science, history, geography, civics, economics,
arts, and health & fitness" (Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 2000).

CHAPTER2
Review of Literature

Leaming experiences are often fragmented throughout the school day for many
students. Various discrete subjects are taught at specific times or in specific classes
during the day within both elementary and secondary schools. Students shift physically
as well as mentally from one subject to the next, often without making any connections
between or among the subjects.

This departmentalized method of education does not

reflect human reality, where every event influences other events in a person's life. "Our
goal as educators is to guide students in their learning about life, and life is seldom
experienced as a series of isolated events" (Thompson, 1992, p. 51). Grote (1997)
describes this traditional mode of departmentalized education by using the metaphor of
beads hanging on separate strings: Subjects that are taught in school follow a planned
sequence without being tied to other disciplines. Grote notes that many subjects taught in
schools can be woven together by "crisscrossing threads" (p. 45). This form of
curriculum development is called integration and can benefit students by not only
modeling the reality oflife, but can make the concepts taught in various subjects more
relevant, increasing understanding and skill development.

It is easy to see how some subjects can be integrated. English classes can be
incorporated with history classes (e.g., one can get a sense of the history of a given time
by studying the literature of that time). Science classes can be incorporated with math
classes (e.g., many math principles are used in scientific exploration). While some
disciplines can be integrated easily with each other, this does not necessarily hold true for
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other subjects taught during the school day. One subject that seems to be a separate
entity within most public schools is music education. A specialist rather than the
classroom teacher usually teaches music, and it is often taught without regard to the
content of the regular classroom. "Traditionally ... music had been taught as a discrete
subject unrelated to the rest of the curriculum" (Miller, 1996, p. 101). Music can be a
powerful tool within the regular classroom in enhancing the understanding of the ideas
being taught in other disciplines.
The purpose of this literature review is to describe why, how, and where music
can be integrated within the curriculum to help with the understanding of subjects not
normally associated with music. The goal is to show how one discipline (music) can be
used to aid in the learning of ideas from other subjects and vise versa.
The literature review will cover three areas. The first area focuses on reasons to
integrate music, looking at the effect music has on the learning process and its relevance
within the "regular" classroom. The second area will detail how to integrate music,
focusing on what is needed from teachers and from students to make the integration
successful. The last area will focus on where to integrate music by taking a look at
specific integration projects within different subject areas.
Why Integrate Music?
The use of music as a classroom tool, the effect of music education, and the
importance of music within the regular school curriculum are supported by educators,
parents, and society. Research cited in the article "The Art of Teaching" (1996) displays
this sentiment:
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•

91 percent of Americans say that exposure to the arts is important for
children,

•

90 percent of parents say that they want their children to have more
experience with the arts than they did as children,

•

93 percent of Americans agree that music is part of a well-rounded
education,

•

arts standards have been completed and approved in at least six states and
are being drafted in 30 more. (p. 51)

The question of why integrate music into other disciplines can be answered most
judiciously by looking at the effects music has on the learning process. Music has a
strong effect on remembering content. "Each of us can recite a poem or song that has
helped us pass a test or memorize isolated pieces of information" (Kassell, 1997, p. 28).
Grote ( 1997) supports this idea with anecdotal evidence from his science classroom. "I
have found that students who have heard a song I sang concerning science content have
never missed a test question concerning the content being studied" (p. 45). But according
to Kassell (1997), there is a concern that the use of music to aid in memorization is
"essentially trivial." She states music and songs cannot be used as vehicles for skill
acquisition:
None of us really believe that singing the alphabet or the multiplication tables
helped us learn how to read or multiply, or lead us to any understanding of
sound/symbol relationships or how the multiplication table functions. Without
making the translation back into the original medium, memorization neither
constitutes nor assures genuine understanding. (p. 28)
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Following Kassell's argument, the teacher has the responsibility to make sure the
concepts being recalled, through the use of music, can be functionally applied by the
students. This idea of skill development will be expanded on later in this paper when
detailing what teachers must do to make an integration project successful. Even with this
argument in mind, the effect music has on memorization is still a viable reason to use it.
According to Viadero (1998), recent research studies on the development of the
human brain have strengthened the idea that music has a positive effect on learning and
emotions. Research has shown children are born with billions of unconnected or loosely
connected nerve cells (Sprenger, 1999). Experiences such as seeing a mother's smile or
hearing her voice forges the links between cells. "Some researchers believe that music
learning, in some shape or form, may count among the kinds of experiences that lead to
long-term changes in the brain's hard wiring" (Viadero, p. 2). This type of research
recently led Governor Zell Miller of Georgia to propose the distribution of compact discs
of classical music to new mothers within the state. Recording companies eventually
agreed to pay $105,000 for the distribution (Viadero, p. 1).
Viadero (1998) details this recent brain research also suggests music helps
develop spatial reasoning skills, which can aid in the understanding of mathematical and
scientific concepts. Grote ( 1997) describes a quantitative research study performed in
which young children were given a 15-minute music lesson twice a week. The result was
a significant increase in the children's spatial reasoning I.Q. over a six-month period of
time. The results were compared to a control group that showed virtually no progress
during the same period of time, and the information allowed the researcher to generalize,
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"that children who study music will do better at math and science" (p. 45). Grote also
describes another study by the same researcher:
College students who listened to Mozart's "Sonata for Two Pianos in D Major"
for I 0 minutes before they took an abstract reasoning test achieved higher
scores than students who listened to a meditation tape or silence. Finally, a
correlational study demonstrated that students who took music in high school
scored about 70 points higher on the S.A. T. than students who did not. (p. 45)
Another reason to integrate music into regular education classes is that music
provides motivation for "students who may regard school as irrelevant" (Miller, 1996, p.
101). Again, Grote (1997) provides an example describing a student who "demonstrated
nothing but boredom" in his science class but whose attitude changed dramatically when
asked to accompany the teacher on the drums on a song written for class (p. 45). List, in
her book Music, Art and Drama Experiences for the Elementary Curriculum (1982),
supports this view by saying children prefer to be participants rather than spectators.
"Since music activities involve motion, methods of exploration and problem solving are
utilized. There is a high degree of pupil involvement" (p. 4).
Not only does music provide an active learning experience, but an analytical
learning experience as well. Looking at what students can learn from the social impact of
music can support another reason for the use of music in the classroom. Music provides
a record of human experience and of human feelings (Thompson, 1992). Music can serve
as a great resource to analyze human experiences in support of topics studied in language
arts, history, foreign language, and civilization classes. Hamblin (1987) sums up the case
for using music in a foreign language class by saying, "The fact that popular songs
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contain so many elements not only denotes a genre rich in diversity, but an art form
diverse in its components" (p. 480). Adams and James (1998) expand on the social
impact of curriculum integration as a whole by saying it provides a framework for
children to apply knowledge from several disciplines to solve real-life problems.
Thompson (1992) explains how the study of music can enhance problem-solving skills
within students:
Every musical composition consists of a series of aural problems and their
solutions. In music, sounds are selected and combined in ways that build
tension (developing the problem), and new sound patterns are created that
release those tensions (solving the problem). The solutions to musical problems
(just as to life's problems) are seldom definitive and frequently contain
surprises. If the acquisition of skill in problem solving were part of the
fundamental core of learning ... it would seem that music can make an
important contribution to this goal, and that music could be integrated with
other subjects that share this concern. (p. 49)
Analyzing the impacts of budget cutbacks within our schools strengthens the last
argument for music integration and curriculum integration in general. "With the advent
of educational budget limitations, specialists in the arts frequently are no longer available
in school systems. If classroom teachers do not incorporate these disciplines, children
may receive no exposure (or limited exposure) to the arts" (List, 1982, p. xi). With all
the research of the benefits of music on the learning process, music may be just as
essential to the curriculum as the core disciplines. Curriculum integration is a viable
answer to this dilemma.
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How to Integrate Music
A successful integration project can be developed in many ways, but each
approach has two assumptions: Teachers must maintain the integrity of the disciplines
being integrated, and students must assimilate the curricular connections. Thompson
(1992) describes his "recipe for success" for music integration by saying, "The success of
curricular integration projects depends on the expertise and motivation of the teachers
involved. A team effort that includes the input of music teachers is usually necessary for
(music) integration to be successful" (p. 49).
As stated, the first requirement for successful integration of music within the
curriculum is maintaining the integrity of the subjects being used. For example, if music
concepts are being integrated with math concepts, aspects from both subjects must be
focused on during instruction. Sometimes teachers need to work together to ensure this
takes place. For music integration, the music teacher should work with the regular
classroom teacher. Thompson (1992) describes that in some cases without proper
planning, music becomes a servant to other subjects, giving up its own integrity.
Teachers attempting to integrate music must make sure students learn something about
the essence of music. He goes on to state the importance of team planning to ensure "the
integrity of music and that (integration) project will provide opportunities for students to
engage in important musical learning" (p. 51 ).
The importance of team planning with a specialist was demonstrated in a music
integration study published by Nancy Whitaker in 1996. Whitaker observed an
elementary school music teacher and her efforts to integrate the regular classroom themes
within her music program. Whitaker observed "the idea of interdisciplinary or integrated
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instruction is built on common planning and communication, either formal or informal"
(p. 94). She came to this conclusion after observing how difficult it was for the
integration project to work because of the lack of support or time from other teachers:
The teachers had a variety of opinions about the role of music in the school.
Some of them were supportive; others were much less interested in any form of
shared planning and instruction as part of implementing music integration.

(p. 92)
For any integration project to work, as Whitaker's (1996) project showed,
teachers need to be motivated to work together, even if there is no time during the school
day for common planning. The need for communication between teachers supports the
second assumption needed to make integration work: Connections need to be made by
students among the concepts that are integrated.
As stated earlier, using music to teach other concepts is trivial unless the students
understand the curricular concepts and make the mental connections. Another reason the
integration project studied by Whitaker (1996) didn't work was because students did not
form the mental connections designed into the curriculum by the music specialist. The
teachers did not follow up on the connections of instructional themes created by the
music teacher.
One fifth-grade teacher said, "The kids don't come back talking about music.
There is no time. They go right into mixed math groups as soon as they come
back (from music). The children may get more from music than I realize they
do. I don't really know that, other than if they made the connection from our
(music) production." (p. 97)
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The above example illustrates the need for teachers to support students in forming
the connections as well as encouraging them to make the connections on their own.
Miller (1996) argues that children themselves should be encouraged to make connections
among the parts of their lives. "Education should function to help individuals synthesize,
rather than fragment, their understanding and their lives" (p. 100). Teachers who
integrate concepts must encourage this synthesis of information.
With this in mind, many methods of integration have been developed to help the
coherence of experiences in school. Vars ( 1991) explains four designs for an integrated
curriculum: correlation, fusion, structured core, and unstructured core. He describes the
correlation method as the simplest approach to integration in which teachers of different
subjects all deal with aspects of one topic at the same time. Fusion is explained as taking
the correlation method one step further by combining the content of two or more subjects
into a new course with a new name. The structured and unstructured core integration
methods focus on the students and the society in which they live. "Needs, problems, and
concerns of a particular group of students are identified, and skills and subject matter
from any pertinent subject are brought in to help students deal with those matters" (p.
14). Vars identifies the difference is the structured core design is developed by the
teachers. Both teachers and students develop the unstructured core design by jointly
deciding on specific questions for study, how the unit will be carried out, and how
student progress is evaluated.
Jacobs (1991) supports these ideas and identifies designing an integrated
curriculum or unit by reviewing the existing school curriculum to look for natural
connections between required subject areas along with connecting current events and
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student concerns. She suggests mapping out the curriculum choices on a monthly
academic calendar to identify potential areas for integration. She also cautions that not
all subjects need to be included within an integrated unit since it may produce some
"strained connections" (p. 23).
Fogarty (1991) developed ten models of integration teachers can use to help
students make meaningful connections between disciplines. Listed here are four of
Fogarty's models that specifically integrate across several disciplines. The models
highlighted here are best suited to integrate music into other disciplines within a
curriculum:
Shared or Binocular: This model brings two distinct disciplines together into a

single focused image using overlapping concepts as organizing elements.
Teachers using this approach look for similarities in key concepts, skills, and
attitudes taught within those subjects and unifies those details together. For
example, the study of fractions within a math unit could lend itself to the use of
fractions within music theory.
Webbed or Telescope: This is described as a broad view of an entire

constellation as one theme, webbed to the various elements. A fertile theme is
webbed to curriculum contents and disciplines; subjects use the theme to sift out
appropriate concepts, topics, and ideas. A teacher can present a simple theme,
such as the circus, and web it to subject areas.
Integrated or Kaleidoscope: This idea focuses on new patterns and designs

that use the basic elements of each discipline. This approach matches subjects
for overlaps in topics and concepts with team teaching.
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Threaded or Magnifying Glass: This is explained as big ideas that magnify all

content through a metacurricular approach that threads thinking skills, social
skills, multiple intelligences, technology, and study skills through the various
disciplines. (p. 61-65)
Where to Integrate Music
There are many areas within the regular education curriculwn where music can be
integrated, from kindergarten to high school. The three examples that will be listed in
this literature review use music as a tool to motivate students to learn, to expand on the
scope of the subject matter being taught, and also show the importance of communication
between educators to make the integration work. Areas of concerns about the integration
techniques are also highlighted to show how each example can be expanded on to
maintain the integrity of the subjects and provide more opportunities for students to form
curricular connections.
Grote (1997) described how he used music in his high school science class to
motivate students to learn science concepts. For example, he described using popular
music as an attention-grabbing introduction for a discussion of Galileo. He played
recordings from Amy Grant, the Indigo Girls, and Queen because of the references to
Galileo within the songs. He theorized that students were "motivated to learn more about
Galileo because popular singers are singing his praises" (p. 46). Grote also described
how he wrote new lyrics to popular songs "that embed science content" and sang them to
his class while playing the guitar. He also described coordinating with the music
instructor to make sure musical concepts are focused on within his class and science
concepts can be touched upon in music class. Grote states this coordination helps "model
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the real-world interrelationships between the disciplines and demonstrate to students that
they cannot realistically excel in one discipline without knowing something about the
other" (p. 46). This team planning gives validity to Grote's integration ideas; otherwise
his use of music becomes a servant to the motivation of learning science concepts.
Hamblin (1987) described another music integration project that used popular
French songs in a French foreign language class. The music was not only used to help
teach vocabulary, pronunciation, and grammatical structures of the French language, but
was used to teach the French culture as well. The use of music "encourages a better
understanding of the related social, literary, and political events in France" (p. 483).
Hamblin described how this foreign language course can be connected to a civilization
course by presenting a unit of study on social trends in popular music, which supports the
need for communication between teachers. Since the focus of this integration project
centers on the lyrics of songs, a case can be made that the integrity of the music is
compromised. If the students studied the melodies and rhythms of the music as a mean
of expression, as well as the lyrics, then this project would be much more balanced.
Another example integrated language arts concepts into a music class curriculum
in which reading, writing, and thinking skills were reinforced through music. Duke
(1987) explained his reasoning behind this project by saying:
Music is uniquely suited to reinforce several basic skills which are a part of
students' reading and writing processes: freedom of expression and the fluency
of ideas, identifying a composer's purpose and message, and reasoning and
comprehension. (p. 152)
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Duke (1987) described that the use of journal writing, directed reading, and
listening skill activities after listening to music helped increase students' understanding
of the music being taught. The results of this integration, he stated, should produce
students who are more thoughtful and better informed musicians. "Although such
classroom activities may seem to take time away from practicing or studying music, in
effect such experiences heighten students' awareness of music" (p. 154). Although Duke
doesn't mention connecting the curriculum to a language arts class or the regular
classroom, he does mention a natural connection is made from his use of reading, writing,
and thinking skills to all aspects of the curriculum.
Rationale for Integration
Miller (1996) states there is widespread support among educators for integrating
subjects within the school day. "As the 3 R's have expanded to include a myriad of
curricular requirements, many teachers see interdisciplinary teaching as the only viable
way to teach all they are expected to cover" (p. 101 ). Studies reported in this review
have shown the positive effect music has on the learning process, and evidence is
available to show how music motivates students to learn. Music integration or other
integration of disciplines within the school curriculum can only be successful if teachers
are motivated, if concepts from integrated discipline are equally focused, if teachers
communicate with one another, and if teachers allow connections to be made by students.
Curriculum integration is as much as a reflection of one's philosophy about
teaching and learning as a method of presenting curricula. The overarching
emphasis should be the need and desire to improve students' learning, learning
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experiences, and skills for applying school knowledge to their own lives.
(Adams & James, 1998, p. 4)

CHAPTER3
Procedures
The primary goal of this project was to develop prototype lesson plans and
activities teachers could use to integrate music and musical concepts into a S'h grade
mathematics unit. Fifth grade was chosen as the focus of the project since most
elementary school curricula introduce band (students have the opportunity to learn how to
play an instrument) at this grade. This means that students are generally introduced to
more musical theory and notation (sheet music). Fogarty's (1992) "shared" or
"binocular" integration model (see page 19) was used as the design for the unit. The
lessons can also be adapted and used independently according to the scope and sequence
of the learning experiences within a math or music curriculum.
The integrated learning experiences developed within the project resulted from a
review of publications, curriculum guides, and lesson plans focusing on curriculum
integration ideas, using music as a classroom tool, and the math/music relationship.
These materials were obtained from Central Washington University Library's electronic
database, the Internet, and books by using key search phrases such as curriculum
integration, music in the classroom, and integrating math and music. The information
and materials that were found related to integration projects suitable for kindergarten to
high school levels. Since the grade level focus of this unit is 5lh grade, materials and
ideas directed at this level were used as a guide to create the lessons.
In developing the lessons within the project, four areas of consideration framed
the concepts, both musical and mathematical, covered within the plans. The first
consideration focused on integrating both music and math concepts so that the integrity
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of each discipline was not compromised. To ensure concepts from both disciplines were
equally valued, the relationships between music and math were highlighted and studied.
Many interesting connections can be made since note values and time signatures in music
are represented as fractions, and pitch intervals can be represented as ratios. These
music/math relationships have a historical basis that dates back to ancient Greek culture
and the philosophical school of Pythagoras of Samas and are the signposts to musical
theory (Hinthorne, 1992). Pythagoras, who "taught that the abstract notion of number
was the essential element in the universe," is credited with the development of the
application of arithmetical ratios to the study of musical sounds (American Acoustical
Society, 1998, p. 1). In other words, all musical sounds signified as notes are simple
fractions of each other. Students will also use mathematical reasoning and
communication to survey, analyze and respond critically to the effects of music on
individuals and society. An attempt was made to balance the mathematical and musical
concepts covered within each lesson plan, but some plans may focus on the skill
development of one subject more than the other. The integrity of the subjects can be
maintained as long as students have a meaningful learning experience within each
subject.
The next consideration made within the development of the unit adheres to the
academic standards set by Washington State's Essential Academic Learning
Requirements (EALRs) for mathematics and the arts (music, visual arts, drama, and
dance). Within each lesson plan provided in the unit, a list of components (skills in
which students will display their knowledge or skill of each standard) will outline the
concepts to be learned. The unit focuses on each standard for math and music within the
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lesson plans. These standards and the definitions of their purpose within Washington
State's public education system, provided by the Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction (OSPI), support the reasoning behind the integration of mathematics and
music instruction.
Washington State defines mathematics as a language and science of patterns. "As
a science of patterns, mathematics is a mode of inquiry that reveals fundamental
understandings about order in our world" (OSPI, 1998, p. 49). This definition is in line
with the philosophy Pythagoras held about mathematics and his subsequent discoveries
concerning musical theory. The State also recognizes that for students to develop a deep
understanding about mathematics, their knowledge must be connected to a variety of
ideas and skills across content areas and grade levels, as well as to situations outside the
classroom (OSPI). The EALR standards for mathematics in Washington State are as
follow es:
1. The student understands and applies the concepts and procedures of
mathematics.
2. The student uses mathematics to define and solve problems.
3. The student uses mathematical reasoning.
4. The student communicates knowledge and understanding in both everyday
and mathematical language.
5. The student understands how mathematical ideas connect within
mathematics, to other subject areas, and to real-life situations. (OSPI, 1998)
The purposes of arts education are to engage the capacities most characteristically
human (imagination, creativity, the ability to conceptualize and solve complex problems)
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by stimulating thinking skills which are essential to learning (OSPI, 1998). The
intellectual, social, personal, and aesthetic development of students are also nurtured
within arts education. The EALR standards for the arts in Washington State are as
follow es:
1. The student acquires the knowledge and skills necessary to create, to
perform, and to respond effectively to the arts.
2. The student applies the creative process with arts knowledge and skills to
reason and solve problems.
3. The student uses at least one of the art forms (visual arts, music, drama,
and/or dance) to communicate ideas and feelings.
4. The student understands how the arts connect to other subject areas, life, and
work. (OSPI)
A review of the EALR standards in math and the arts lend themselves to a
compatible integration model. Each of the math standards requires the students to
understand the concepts and apply that knowledge to solve problems, communicate ideas,
or transfer knowledge to other areas. This integration project challenges students to
fulfill each standard since they have to understand the math concepts such as fractions
and ratios, along with the manipulation of those concepts. Then students must apply and
transfer that knowledge to develop the musical concepts presented in the lessons.
Students will also meet the standards set for the arts within the music portion of the
project. Students will gain a historical perspective of the connection between math and
music, understand music notation and basic music theory, solve problems using that
information, and even perform music within some of the lessons.
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The third area of consideration that framed the learning experiences within the
integrated project centered on the types of music activities students are exposed to in
order to enrich their learning. To achieve this, educators should think in terms of
teaching in three ways: in the arts, about the arts, and through the arts ("The Art of
Teaching," 19%). Assuring that students experience the music concepts within these
modes allows students to fully benefit from the integration of music into the regular
classroom, and again supports the integrity of the arts.

In the arts: Teaching in the arts occurs when students are actively immersed in
an arts activity-playing the xylophone, writing music, etc. The instructional
goal is to learn to do something in the arts.

About the arts: Students are learning about art concepts to further their
understanding about the arts, such as how Pythagoras developed basic music
theory.

Through the arts: This means that the ultimate instructional goal is something
outside the arts but using the arts as a vehicle to reach that goal. For this
project, musical concepts are used as a vehicle to support mathematical
concepts. (p. 51-52)
The fourth consideration that helped frame the lessons within the project, and was
a driving force in the development of the project, focused on the research supporting
music as a classroom tool. These studies (Chalmers, et. al, 1999; Mikow-Porto, 1998;
Ohlhaver, 1998) included brain development research, the emotional and physiological
effects of music, and the performance and behavioral effects of music on students within
the classroom. "Current knowledge about brain research has led researchers to
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hypothesize that instruction in the arts may stimulate brain development in areas that are
critical to higher-level thinking, emotional maturity, and social functioning" (MikowPorto, 1998, p. 4). One interesting study that spurred the development of one of the
lessons within the unit centered on the type of music used within the classroom that has
been found to have an impact on the academic and behavioral responses of students
(Chalmers, et. al, 1999).
Music played at 60 beats per minute (SB/M) has been shown to produce a state
of relaxation in both children and adults. It is speculated that because the 60
beats approximates the ideal resting heart rate for the human body, a type of
entertainment occurs that allows listeners to slow down their heart rates to
match the musical beat. This slowed heart rate enhances relaxation and may
actually promote focus and concentration as a by-product. (p. 44)
This article suggests music drawn from classic Disney films, which were arranged
at approximately 60 SB/M, have shown positive effects in calming down students after a
recess period. With this research in mind, students will be asked to identify the SB/M of
certain songs using this time format.
Project Overview
The two-weeks worth of integrated lesson plans consists of three sections that
identify and clarify the learning experiences within the lessons. The sections include the
instructional events (a detailed overview on how to teach the concepts), the lesson plans
(what concepts are being taught) including activity sheets where appropriate, and a list of
references used to develop the project. Curriculum guides, books, research articles, and
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lesson plans were used to develop the integrated project and are listed within the
reference section.
Even though the main focus of the project is to integrate math and music
concepts, the lessons also integrate science, health, writing and computer skills. The
lesson dealing with pitch frequency integrates the science of sound. The lesson
identifying beats per minute within a song incorporates measuring students' resting heart
rates. Other lessons ask students to write in their math journals, allowing the integration
of language arts and supporting the academic standard of communicating knowledge.
Another lesson has students using the Internet as a learning experience. The purpose of
this additional integration is to connect rather than fragment the learning experiences
within the unit.

CHAPTER4
The Project

Instructional Events
The following prototype lesson plans were designed to integrate musical and
mathematical concepts as a two-week project. The lessons can also be adapted and used
independently to supplement related concepts taught throughout a school year. The grade
level focus is .s'h grade, but the concepts can be adapted up or down depending on the
ability level and background knowledge of the students. Each lesson plan is designed to
cover approximately an hour of instructional time. This overview will provide
information on the development of the lesson plans and also outline the lesson plans with
suggestions on how to present and use the information within the unit.
Four considerations framed the mathematical and musical concepts covered
within the lesson plans. The first consideration focused on maintaining the integrity of
both subjects by highlighting, analyzing, and communicating about the relationships
between math and music. The next consideration adhered to the academic standards set
by Washington State's Essential Academic Learning Requirements (EALRs) for
mathematics and the arts (in which music is a part). The learning experiences in the
lesson plans highlight those standards set for students. The third consideration centered
on developing the types of music activities that allow students to get the full benefits of
the music medium. The last consideration focused on using music as a classroom tool to
help develop students' higher-order thinking skills, motivation, and on-task behaviors.
Each lesson plan provides educators with an outline of the learning experiences
intended for each day of the unit. The plans identify the intended grade level, a list of
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student objectives to be met, and a list of the Washington State Essential Academic
Learning Requirements (EALRs) to be covered within the lesson. The materials needed
for the learning experiences for each lesson are also listed. Procedures on presenting,
teaching, and having students use the concepts introduced with each lesson are detailed.
Suggestions on closure and assessment activities are listed at the end of each lesson plan.
Supplementary materials (activity sheets) will follow the appropriate lesson plan and are
identified within the daily plan. Finally, references used in developing the project are
provided for educators wanting additional information on the concepts being studied.
Teachers must take into account considerations before proceeding with the lesson
plans. According to the Washington State EALR benchmarks in arts education, students
at the 4'h grade level should be able to identify and use music, visual art, dance, and
theatre vocabulary and concepts (OSPI, 1998). Since the lessons are focused at the S'h
grade level, the plans within this unit assume students have had exposure to and
understand certain music terms such as: staff, notes, beat, time signature, measure, scale,
octave, pitch, and frequency. If students have not had exposure to these terms, lessons to
teach these concepts need to be taught before proceeding with the lesson plans. As for
the mathematical concepts presented within the unit, the EALR benchmarks require
students to understand and apply concepts and procedures from number sense (OSPI),
including an understanding of fractions, ratios, and measurement. These mathematical
concepts are studied by identifying their relationship to musical concepts.
Another consideration to be made is that some lessons within the unit refer to
students writing in a math journal. This is another example on how to integrate
disciplines together (math and language arts in this case). It also allows students practice
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in communicating the concepts within the unit and allows time for students to make the
connections essential to the integration project. Teachers can use the journal writing
activities to expand on strong writing, editing, and spelling skills.
Each lesson also provides recommendations on how to provide closure and assess
student knowledge. The recommendations stress assessments in which students use or
analyze the knowledge gained from the lessons. A grading matrix or rubric is suggested
using the objectives of the lesson as a basis for scoring activities and assessments.
The last suggestion before starting the unit is communicating with the school's
music specialist to identify the concepts being presented. The music specialist can
support these integrated learning experiences within music class, and the specialist may
also provide sheet music, recorded music and instruments to be used with the project. If
a music specialist is not available within the district, the reference list provides a roadmap
to information and resources teachers can use. Teachers can also seek support from local
music stores and music organizations within the community if a music specialist is not
available.
Educators using this project should have many different types of recorded music
to play as attention-grabbing devises, icebreakers, and supplementary examples to use
within the lessons. Instruments such as xylophones, tuning forks and guitars are required
for some lessons. These instruments may be available through the school's music
specialist or can be purchased at second-hand stores. Students also can be asked to bring
in music and instruments to increase the number of materials used in class and also to
increase the motivation in learning about these integrated connections.
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Math/Music Integration Project
Lesson Plan # 1

Grade Level: 5th
Objectives:

Students will analyze and describe the relationships between math and
music by identifying note values represented as fractions.
Students will demonstrate their knowledge of note values by writing
balanced measures of music.
Students will be able to manipulate notes to fit a standard 4/4 time
signature.

EALRs:

Math
1.1 understand and apply concepts and procedures from number sense
2.1 investigate situations
2.3 construct solutions
3.1 analyze information
5.2 relate mathematical concepts and procedures to other disciplines
Music
1.1 understand and apply (music) concepts and vocabulary to
communicate ideas
2.2 generate and analyze solutions to problems
4.1 use (music) skills and knowledge in other subject areas

Materials:

A xylophone (or another accessible instrument)
Blank sheet music for students to fill out
Cuisenaire Rods (optional)

Procedures:
1. Review the background information students have on fractions. Write a few fractions
on the board, overhead, etc. and have students brainstorm all they know about what
the fractions represent. By the~ grade, students should have been exposed to
fractions. If not, use manipulative like Cuisenaire Rods to introduce fraction sense.
2. Next, have a visual representation of four basic note values on the board (whole, half,
quarter, and eighth notes). Discuss that in music, sound is measured in fractional
parts just as objects can be measured in fractional parts. For example, just as a clock
is based on division of l's, S's, etc., music can be measured in all types of divisions.
The most common of these is four beats in each measure. The teacher can explain
this by having students clap a steady beat of 4 while singing a song like Frere
Jacques (Are You Sleeping). Teacher can provide other recorded examples that use
this steady beat and have student clap the beats.
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3. Label each of the visual representations of notes and discuss how a note representing
all four beats would be called a "whole note," as the sound of the note takes up the
"whole" measure. Model this by striking a note on the xylophone (or another musical
instrument) and counting four beats. Discuss how a note using two of the beats
would be called a half note, as it takes up half the measure. Again model by sticking
two notes on the xylophone as you count four beats. Do the same for the quarter and
eighth notes. Have students brainstorm the fractional representation of each note.
4. Next, discuss that in sheet music notes are distinguished in measures (the space
between two bar lines/have examples). Discuss how a measure that receives four
beats can be represented, or divided, into many variations: by a single whole note,
two half notes, four quarter notes, two quarters and one half, four eighth notes and a
half note, and so on. The goal is to have students brainstorm the possibilities as Jong
as the sum of the divisions total the beats needed as indicated by the time signature.
5. Pass out a sheet comprised of at least six blank staffs (see Activity Sheet: Lesson #1).
Have students separate each staff into four measures. On the first staff, have students
fill out each measure using the notes on the board in different ways that represent four
beats in each measure. Have students represent the notes they wrote on the upper
staff by using fractions (the number "l" could represent a whole note). Have students
alternate this technique until all the measures are filled on the page. Each measure
should be divided in different ways.
Closure Activity:
Have students create ten addition problems using notes in which they have to change
notes into their fractional representation to figure out how many beats would get a sound
in a standard measure. Students could exchange papers to solve the problems. For
example, one problem might be a quarter note+ a quarter note=?. A student would
have to change the problem to read 114 + 1/4 = 2/4 or two out of the four beats would get
a sound, etc.
Assessment:
Have students draft a 1-3 paragraph response in their math journals to this question: Why
can math be described as the language of music? Direct students to focus on the
relationship studied in this lesson. Have students try to describe other relationships. One
example may be the use of measures can be related to the use of brackets in mathematics.
Have students focus on strong writing skills and self-editing while analyzing the
discoveries made within this lesson.
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Activity Sheet: Lesson #1
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Math/Music Integration Project
Lesson Plan #2
Grade Level: 51h
Objectives:

Students will expand their understanding of the relationships between
math and music by identifying time signatures represented as fractions.
Students will distinguish time signature.
Students will be able to manipulate notes to fit different time signatures.
Students will distinguish differences between time signatures fractions and
mathematical fractions.

EALRs:

Math
1.1 understand and apply concepts and procedures from number sense
2.1 investigate situations
2.3 construct solutions
3.1 analyze information
5.2 relate mathematical concepts and procedures to other disciplines
Music
1.1 understand and apply (music) concepts and vocabulary to
communicate ideas
4.1 use (music) skills and knowledge in other subject areas

Materials:

Blank sheet music for students to fill out with each staff represented with a
different time signature
Examples of music using different time signatures
Assessment activity

Procedures:
1. Review the information from Lesson #1 about note values and the division of four
beats within each measure by having students brainstorm different divisions of note
values within measures written on the board or overhead.
2. Next, discuss that at the beginning of each song (represented by sheet music) there is
a fraction written on the staff. Provide examples of sheet music. This indicated how
the measures are being divided through this portion of the song. Discuss how the top
number of the fraction indicates how the beats are being divided: 414 means there are
4 beats in each measure, 3/2 means there are 3 beats in each measure, and so on. The
bottom number indicates which division will receive the beat. Thus, 4/4 means there
will be four beats, each beat will be represented by a quarter note (4/4 = four
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beats/quarter notes). A 312 time signature means there are going to be three beats,
with each beat being represented by a half note (312 =three beats/half notes).
3. Have students brainstorm the differences between these time signature fractions and
mathematical fractions. This could be done aloud or by having the students write in a
math journal. Have students report as groups or collect their math journals to check if
students understand the differences. The goals here are to have students identify the
each part of a time signature fraction and a mathematical fraction and to understand
the why both representations are different.
4. Pass out the blank sheet music with different time signatures on the staffs (see
Activity Sheet: Lesson 112). Have students fill out the measures of each staff using
notes that correspond to the time signatures. Then have students create their own
time signatures and corresponding notes.
5. As the students are working, play examples of music utilizing the same time
signatures on their worksheets. (The school's music specialist should have relevant
examples)
Closure Activity:
Distribute a handout with at least three different time signatures and three different
mathematical fractions (each is labeled). Students must explain what each portion of the
fraction represents. First, students should demonstrate their understanding of the
differences between each fractional representation by labeling what each portion stands
for. Then students should represent a measure of notes that represent each time signature,
and students should create a visual representation of each fraction.
Assessment:
Have students analyze the relationships discovered within the first two lessons by
creating a Venn Diagram or a mind map visually representing commonalties between
math and music.
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Activity Sheet: Lesson #2
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Math/Music Integration Project
Lesson Plan 113

Grade Level: _sth
Objectives:

Students will analyze how mathematical addition is applied to music.
Students will discover addition beyond their textbooks in practical terms.
Students will apply their knowledge of note values to be able to add
fractions represented in note form.
Students will be able to create fraction addition problems with their
answers representing musical notes.

EALRs:

Math
1.1 understand and apply concepts and procedures from number sense
2.1 investigate situations
2.3 construct solutions
3.1 analyze information
5.2 relate mathematical concepts and procedures to other disciplines
Music
1.1 understand and apply (music) concepts and vocabulary to
communicate ideas
2.2 generate and analyze solutions to problems
3.2 reflect and respond critically to the use of the arts in all forms of
communication
4.1 use (music) skills and knowledge in other subject areas

Materials:

Paper
Pencil
Student generated note-addition problems/answers

Procedures:
1. Review information from Lesson Ill on note values. Have an algorithmic addition
problem made up of musical notes on the board (start with adding two notes, then
move to three, four, etc.). Have students name each note value and label the notes.
Have students brainstorm the product of adding the notes together. For example, they
can add a quarter note to a half note and come up with an answer of "3" (A quarter
note hold its sound for 1 beat. A half note holds its sound for 2 beats. So the product
is 3, and so on).
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2. Give the students a couple more problems to do on their own and circulate around the
class to check for understanding. Have them do some problems adding three or four
notes. Also, students could be asked to subtract note values as well.
3. Next, have students create 5-10 of their own addition problems to be turned in using
notes as the values to be added. The students should also supply answers for them.
Then have students write their problems (without answers) on separate, small strips of
paper to be used for the class game.
Closure Activity:
4. Divide the class into two teams and give each player on a team a "player number." If
the numbers are uneven, ask if a player would take on an extra number.
5. Call the first pair ("number 1 students") to the blackboard. Have them stand a few
feet away with their backs to the board, picking up chalk ahead of time. From a grab
bag of problems the students' submitted, write a note addition problem (in duplicate)
on the board behind the students. When you say "GO!" they must tum around and
solve the problem as fast as they can. The teacher should have Team 1 and Team 2
tally boxes on the board.
Assessment:
After the game, have students write in their math journals to describe how math is
important to other subject areas, including music. Responses should highlight how math
operations can be applied to music, specifically in dealing with the combination of note
values to fit a piece of music. The teacher should detail how students should also focus
on strong writing skills (complete sentences, correct spelling, correct mechanics, etc.).
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Math/Music Integration Project
Lesson Plan #4

Grade Level: 5th
Objectives:

Students will investigate and apply their knowledge of how pitch is
created and how frequency is measured.
Students will analyze the proportional relationships between the
frequencies of different note pitches.
Students will discover the concept of an octave.
Students will validate and communicate the mathematical techniques used
to distinguish the proportional relationships between notes.

EALRs:

Math
1.1 understand and apply concepts and procedures from number sense
2.1 investigate situations
2.3 construct solutions
3.1 analyze information
5.2 relate mathematical concepts and procedures to other disciplines
Music
1.1 understand and apply (music) concepts and vocabulary to
communicate ideas
4.1 use (music) skills and knowledge in other subject areas
Science
1.2 measure properties and characteristics
2.3 practice the principle of scientific inquiry
5.1 use mathematics to enhance scientific understanding

Materials:

Frequency chart
Tuning forks or pitch pipes (from the music specialist) of different notes

(

Procedures:
1. Have students review the website Energy is in the Air: Sounds for the Orchestra
(available at www.tqjunior.advanced.org/5116). Have them review the "Sound is
Energy" link and focus their search on the terms pitch, frequency, vibration.
2. After reviewing the information from the website, pass out tuning forks to students
(they can share if there are not enough for everyone). Ask students to "sound" their
forks or pitch pipes and look to see what note the instrument represents. Have
students exchange the instruments to hear different notes.
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3. Ask students to hypothesize how the tuning fork or pipe produces its sound. From
their review of the website, they should understand that sound is a product of
vibration. For example, a tuning fork labeled "middle C" would vibrate 261.63 times
a second. So the frequency of middle C would be 261.63 vibrations per second or
Hertz (again, these concepts should be understood from the science lessons).
4. Next, display a frequency chart on the board, overhead, construction paper, etc.
detailing the frequencies of notes from middle C to the next octave of C, designated
here as C( 1):
c
= 261.61
D
= 293.66
E
= 329.63
F
= 349.23
G
= 392.00
A
=
440.00
B
= 493.88
523.26
C(l)
=
5. Next, ask students if they can see any relationships between the middle C listed on
top of the chrut and the next C on the bottom. The teacher is hoping they realize that
the frequency listed is doubled and that there are eight notes that separate the two C
notes. Once these relationships are seen, the teacher can explain that an "octave" is
the interval of eight steps (or in this case notes) between two tones, which has twice
as many vibrations per second as the other.
6. Have students individually find the next octave frequencies of the other six notes on
the scale. For example, the next octave frequency for D would be 587.32
7. Next, have students brainstorm the proportional relationship between each octave of
notes listed on the chart using a fraction. The fractional relationship between octaves
is 112 because all octaves of any note are double, four times, eight times the
frequency of the original note.
8. Next, discuss the fact that all notes are simple fractions of each other. The teacher
could mention this discovery was made in ancient Greece by Pythagoras (see
"extensions" below). These fractions could be found by using the frequency chart
Students could chose any note and find the fractional proportion of that note; these
fractional proportions are other notes on the scale. Here is a chart listing all fractional
proportions of "C":
D
=
9/8ofC
E
5/4ofC
F
=
4/3ofC
G
3/2ofC
A
=
5/3ofC
B
=
15/8 ofC

=
=
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9. These fractional proportions are constant for any note you chose to start from. For
example, if a student starts with the note "D," the next note of "E" would be 9/8 of
"D" and so on (use the above chart as reference).
10. This is where the math really takes place in this lesson. Have students validate this
proportion chart of the note "C" by using the information provided by the frequency
chart. Here is an example on how this could be done: To validate that the note "G" is
3/2 of "C", the students could multiply the frequency of middle "C" from the first
chart of 261.61 by 3/2 to get the answer of 392.45 (the students should round down
and see this number equals the frequency of "G" from the first chart).
Closure Activity:
The students should validate each note proportion of "C" by using math. If they come up
with a process different than the one explained in #10, that's great! The students could
be asked to create another proportion chart from at least two other notes, or they could
work in groups to create proportion charts for all the notes on a scale. For each activity,
students should validate their results using math.
Assessment:
Students, by writing in their math journals, should communicate the mathematical
process involved in validating the proportional relationships of notes. Students should
describe what method(s) they used in verifying the results. Students should also explain
in their own words two ways to define or identify a musical octave based on what they
discovered from this lesson.
Extensions:
Since this lesson centers on fractions and proportions, this would be an excellent
springboard to other math lessons dealing with fractions, proportions, and ratios. Also,
since this proportional scale was created by Pythagoras and the ancient Greeks, students
could be asked to do research on Greece and their contributions to math, music, science,
art, etc.
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Math/Music Integration Project
Lesson Plan #5

Grade Level: Sh
Objectives:

Students will create box-string instruments by discovering the ability to
follow directions and use measurement skills.
Students will identify the sounds produced by the box-string instruments
by comparing notes from a traditional guitar (or other instruments).
Students will calculate and estimate the relationship between string length
and pitch.
Students will compose songs using box-string instruments.

EALRs:

Math
1.2 understand and apply concepts and procedures from measurement
2.1 investigate situations
2.2 formulate questions and define the problem
2.3 construct solutions
3.1 analyze information
3.2 predict results and make inferences
3.3 draw conclusions
4.1 gather information
4.2 organize and interpret information
5.2 relate mathematical concepts and procedures to other disciplines
Music
1.1 understand and apply (music) concepts and vocabulary to
communicate ideas
1.2 organize music elements into artistic compositions
2.1 use senses to gather and process information
3 .1 use sound to express individual ideas
4.1 use (music) skills and knowledge in other subject areas
4.2 apply ideas and skills developed to daily life

Materials:

Decorative or colored papers (three different types) for each student
Black markers
Small cardboard boxes, enough for each student (no larger than a shoe
box)
Thin cardboard
Six rubber bands for each student
Decorative pencil for each student
An acoustic guitar, xylophone, pitch forks to compare sounds

(
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Procedures:
1. Describe to the class they will be constructing a box-string instrument (teacher may
want to construct one ahead of time as a model). Teacher should introduce or
reinforce measurement skills depending on the ability level of students. Pass out
materials for construction. Have students work in groups if there are not enough
materials for everyone. Procedures on how to construct the guitar should be provided
to students (see Activity Sheet: Lesson #8 for construction procedures). Take
students step-by-step through the process.
2. Next, have students play their box-string instruments. Ask them to change the
position of the pencil (which changes the rubber band lengths and the sound it
produces). Have students write in their math journals what observations they witness
when they manipulate the pencil and try to explain why those changes take place
using their knowledge from the unit.
3. Students then should try to identify the sounds (or notes) produced by their box-string
instruments by comparing the sounds to notes produces by the instruments provided
(guitar, xylophone, tuning forks, etc.). The students should use their sense of hearing
to identify those notes to the best of their ability.

(

4. After identifying the notes produced, have students also measure the length of the
rubber band producing each sound from the bridge to the pencil. In their math
journals, have students write the results of their investigation. Have them predict,
based on their findings, what sound would be produced if the rubber band length was
increased by half its original length, 3/4 its original length, or doubled its original
length. Also, have them identify how can they verify their answers?

Closure Activity:
Have students compose music or songs using their box-string instruments. Students can
work together as a band to compose the music. Allow a performance. An additional
extension could be to have the students identify and transcribe the music produced using
their knowledge of note values.
Assessment:
Having other instruments such as a xylophone, glockenspiel, and a guitar can allow
students to investigate their knowledge of pitch and frequency. Students should
communicate, either with a visual diagram or in their math journals, the similarities and
differences in these instruments (including their box-string instruments). What produces
the sound from these instruments? Are there properties of each instrument that effect its
sound?
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Activity Sheet: Lesson #5
Constructing Box-String Instruments

1. On the top of the box, plan where the hole in the box will be (like the hole in a
guitar). Tape a piece of colored paper inside the box opposite the hole.
2. Mark the outside of the box by tracing an oval where the hole will be cut out.
3. Cover the outside of the box using a different color paper and tape, marking the
position of the whole. This is the body of the instrument.
4. Cut a strip of the thin cardboard as long as the box and 2 inches wide.
5. Cut a piece of colored paper slightly wider than the cardboard strip and tape the paper
onto the strip. The paper should be the same length as the cardboard (as Jong as the
box) but approximately 112 inch wider than the cardboard.
6. Fold the cardboard strip in half length-wise and cut six notches or holes along the
fold. The space between each notch should be equal. Students should use a ruler to
mark the position of each notch before cutting. This piece is the bridge of the
instrument.
7. Bend in the Jong edges of the bridge and glue them together making a triangular
shape. The notches of the bridge should be the apex of the triangle and the
overlapping paper should form the base of the bridge. If needed, use a rubber band to
secure as the bridge dries.
8. Glue the bridge onto the top edge of the box, right below the position of the hole.
9. Cut a hole in the box where you have marked it. A razor-blade instrument may have
to be used. Make sure students are being monitored on how to correctly use the
cutting instrument.
10. After the bridge has had time to dry, wrap rubber bands around the boxes and through
the notches of the bridge (use rubber bands that are the same size).
11. Place the round pencil (a colored pencil works well) diagonally above the cut out hole
to change the length of the rubber bands to produce different sounds.
12. Decorate the outside of the instrument and enjoy the sounds!

Pictures and directions are available on line at:
http://tqjunior.thinkquest.org/5116/string things.htm
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Math/Music Integration Project
Lesson Plan #6

Grade Level: S'h
Objectives:

Students will define a problem and ask well-defined questions that could
be answered by means of data collection.
Students will conduct a survey and display the data by multiple methods.
Students will interpret bar graphs in writing.
Students will evaluate the musical preference of individuals by focusing
on attributes of different musical genres.

EALRs:

Math
1.2 understand and apply concepts and procedures from measurement
2.1 investigate situations
2.2 formulate questions and define the problem
2.3 construct solutions
3.1 analyze information
3.2 predict results and make inferences
3.3 draw conclusions
4.1 gather information
4.2 organize and interpret information
5.2 relate mathematical concepts and procedures to other disciplines
Music
1.1 understand and apply (music) concepts and vocabulary to
communicate ideas
4.1 use (music) skills and knowledge in other subject areas
4.2 apply ideas and skills developed to daily life
4.3 demonstrate an ability to use artistic knowledge in personal and
community decision making

Materials:

Activity sheet for lesson #6
Pens/pencils

Procedures:
1. Inform students they will be conducting a musical survey and charting information on
graphs. Ask students what kind of music they like or the names of performers they
prefer. Have students decide whether the musical survey will chart music styles or
performers. Try to get opinions from several students.
2. Next, discuss with the class questions 1 and 2 on the activity sheet. Be certain that
the benefits of conducting a survey are brought out in the discussion.
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3. Have students compile a list of either types of music (e.g., rock 'n' roll, rhythm and
blues, rap, reggae, county, etc.) or performers of music (e.g., Britney Spears, Michael
Jackson, Bob Marley, Stevie Wonder, etc.) depending on which topic they chose to
focus the survey. Limit the number of choices to four with a fifth category including
"others." To preserve anonymity and reduce the chances of influence, have each
student record his/her preference on a small piece of paper. After collecting and
shuffling the papers, have some students read the preferences and have other students
use the results to prepare a tally chart at the chalkboard. The rest of the students
should fill in the activity sheet with this information.
4. Teach students how to display the data with a bar graph using problem 4 on the
activity sheet. If students have not been exposed to creating bar graphs, show
examples of constructed bar graphs and construct a sample graph with the students.
Discuss the usefulness of bar graphs in displaying data.
5. Ask the students to hypothesize if they think girls' and boys' preferences in music or
musicians differ. Have them fill out the bar graph in problem 5 on the activity sheet.
Ask the students to determine from the bar graph whether girls' and boys' preferences
differ.
6. Next, discuss the magnitude of the class range of preferences in music or musicians.
Point out the chart at the bottom of the activity sheet of music preferences and
number of audiotapes and compact discs owned by a hypothetical group of students.
On the basis of the data in the chart, discuss the probable preferences of a "typical"
student in the class, "Traci," for each category. Note that a discussion of the uses of
mean, median, and mode can arise.
7. Ask the students whether they think all opinions are represented in their class. Ask
how one might find out the opinions of other people. (Go to a record store to find out
what music is popular, ask other people such as family or friends what types of music
they like, etc.)
Closure Activity:
Ask the students if they would expect that certain groups of people have very different
preferences from those of their class and why. Discuss what factors might influence a
person's musical preference. Focus discussion on the differences among musical genres
(lyrics, instruments used, tempo of music, feelings produced by the music, etc.).
Assessment:
Students can extend their survey to other family members or other classes within the
school. Have students work in groups to conduct the further research. Have groups
compose a letter that explains the survey and produce a survey sheet to record
information collected. Each group should record results using a bar graph and produce a
written report on their findings. The report should be 2-3 pages including the graphed
data.
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Activity Sheet: Lesson #6

1.

"Musical Survey"

What type of music do you think is the most popular type in your class?

2. How could you check your guess?

3. Fill in the tally chart below
Music or Musician
A. _ _ _ _ __
B._ _ _ _ __

Music preferences
(or musician preferences)

Tally Marks

c.______
D . _ _ _ _ __
E._ _ _ _ __

4. Make a bar graph displaying the results.

Frequency

A

B
c
D
Music Preference

Other

#
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5. Make a bar graph displaying girls' and boys' preferences separately.

Frequency

GB
A

GB
B

GB
C

GB
D

GB
OiliM

6. Interpret ilie results of the bar graph you have just constructed.

7. Traci is a new student who will be joining the class. If Traci is a "typical student," us
the data in the chart below to predict Traci's preferences. How did you decide what
to put in each category?

Student
Tom
Carrie
Anna
Sam
Erik
Tessa
Carl

Music Preference
Rock
Country
Motown
Rock
Soul
Rock
Country

# of tapes, CDs, etc. owned
8
11
9
9
18
12
10
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Math/Music Integration Project
Lesson Plan #7

Grade Level: S'h
Objectives:

Students will estimate, chart, and identify the beats per minute of reggae
music from Bob Marley.
Students will estimate, chart, and identify their resting heart rates.
Students will interpret and compare graphs in writing.
Students will analyze the lyrics of Bob Marley's "War."

EALRs:

Math
1.2 understand and apply concepts and procedures from measurement
2.1 investigate situations
2.2 formulate questions and define the problem
2.3 construct solutions
3.1 analyze information
3.2 predict results and make inferences
3.3 draw conclusions
4.1 gather information
4.2 organize and interpret information
5.2 relate mathematical concepts and procedures to other disciplines
Music
1.1 understand and apply (music) concepts and vocabulary to
communicate ideas
4.1 use (music) skills and knowledge in other subject areas
4.2 apply ideas and skills developed to daily life
4.3 demonstrate an ability to use artistic knowledge in personal and
community decision making
Health and Fitness
1.3 understand the concepts of physical fitness and develop and monitor
progress on personal fitness goals
3.2 gather and analyze health information

Materials:

Music of Bob Marley: "War"/ "One Love"/ "Jammin"'
(Audio sound files of these songs are available free online at
www .mikestrickland.netlreggae/)
Lyrics to Bob Marley's "War" (see Activity Sheet: Lesson #7)
Construction paper for charts
Clock or stop watches
Pens/pencils
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1. Start the lesson by listening to Bob Marley's song "War" asking students to focus on
the lyrics and the rhythm of the song. Next, introduce reggae music. Ask those
students who listen to reggae music to explain why they appreciate it. Discussions
should cover the musical style and the political/social statements some reggae music
makes. Discuss that reggae music uses beats and rhythms that are in sync with the
heart and pulse rate of people. Inform students they will be investigating this idea.
Introduce the idea that studies have shown music that correlates with the resting heart
rate may produce a state of relaxation. The standard resting heart rate range is 60-72
beats per minute.

2. Next, have students pair up. Then listen to the song "War" again as one student
counts the beats of the song for one minute. The other student either uses a clock or
stop watch to time the song for one minute. Listen the whole song to allow
verification of results. Teach students how to chart results. Have groups write their
result on a post-it note and place the note on a chart in the front of the class. The
vertical axis of the chart indicates the number of beats per minute. The horizontal
axis indicates the song. Repeat this process for the other songs.
3. Next, introduce the resting heart rate. Check for student prior knowledge of resting
heart rate, and teach the concept if necessary. Discuss that the resting heart rate is
good indication of ones health and the benefits of having a good heart rate pace. Ask
students to estimate their resting heart rate and how they can verify their heart rates.
Have students monitor their pulse rate (using their wrist, their throat, behind their ear,
etc.) for one minute. Again, graph the results on another chart (vertical axis indicates
the number of pulses per minute/horizontal axis indicates the students).
4. Teach students how to calculate the average resting heart rate of the class and the
average beat per minute of the music from the charts. Teacher could create story
problems dealing with calculating averages using information from lesson. Students
should respond in their math journals their results and to whether they perceived the
music in the lesson to be relaxing. Have students specifically identify aspects of the
music.
Closure Activity:
Next, distribute the lyrics to the song "War" (Activity Sheet: Lesson #7). Teach its
meaning, importance, and effectiveness to make a political/social statement. Students
can either hold a discussion over these topics or could again write in their journals.
Comparisons can be made to the social relevance of other forms of popular music.
Assessment:
Students can extend their survey of music's beats per minute to other musical genres.
The study can be reproduced using personal music of students. Comparisons can be
made to different types of music and the correlation between beats per minute and resting
heart rate. Have students identify the type of music surveyed and the perceived effect the
music has on them (relaxing or exciting/makes them happy or sad, etc.) Students should
draw conclusions based on their survey as to why the music has that effect.
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Activity Sheet: Lesson #7

WAR
By Bob Marley

"Until the philosophy which holds one race superior and another
inferior is finally and permanently discredi1:ed and abandoned everywhere is war.
Until there are no longer first class and second class citizens of
any nation; until the color of a man's skin is of no more
significance then the color of his eyes - it's a war.
Until the basic human rights are equally guaranteed to all
without regard to race - it is a war.
And until that day, the dream of lasting peace, world citizenship
rule of international n1orality will remain in but a fleeting
illusion to be pursued but never attained - everywhere is war. .. "
**********************************

"WAR in which Bob sets to music the speech made by H.I.M.
Haile Selassie in California on February 28, 1968, creating the
most powerful anti-racist statement."
BOB MARLEY BOX SET "Songs of Freedom"

war: any active hostility or struggle. Webster's

Ni~w
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Math/Music Integration Project
Lesson Plan 118

Grade Level:

s•h

Objectives:

Students will compose music patterns consisting of8-12 notes using a
variety of instruments available in class.
Students will identify the notes that make up their music pattern.
Using an assigned number system for notes, students will construct
mathematical equations in which the answers correspond to the notes that
make up their music pattern.
Students will interpret equations and perform the music pattern revealed.

EALRs:

Math
1.2 understand and apply concepts and procedures from number sense
2.1 investigate situations
2.2 formulate questions and define the problem
2.3 construct solutions
3.1 analyze information
3.2 predict results and make inferences
3.3 draw conclusions
4.1 gather information
4.2 organize and interpret information
5.2 relate mathematical concepts and procedures to other disciplines
Music
1.1 understand and apply (music) concepts and vocabulary to
communicate ideas
1.2 organize music elements into a composition
2.2 generate and analyze solutions to problems using creativity and
imagination.
3.1 use sound to express individual ideas for a specific purpose
4.1 use (music) skills and knowledge in other subject areas

Materials:

Instruments to create musical patterns (xylophones, glockenspiels, guitars,
chimes, piano/synthesizer, etc.)
Chart of number system for notes
Paper/pencils

(

Procedures:
1. Place students in groups of 2-4 depending on how many instruments are available.
Describe to the groups they will be composing a musical pattern consisting of at least
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eight notes and no more than twelve notes. Stress they should create the pattern, not
reproduce a familiar tune. Groups need to identify each note that makes up the
musical pattern.
2. Next, display the chart of the number system of notes (or the class can create this
chart at this point). Each note will correspond with a number or each note can
correspond to its pitch frequency. For example:
Middle

C=1
D=2
E=3
F=4
G=5
A =6
B=7

C#= 1112
D#=2 l/2
E#=3 112
F#=4112
G#=5112
A#=6112
B#=7112

High

C = 8 C# = 8 112
D=9 D#=9112
E= 10E#=10112
F= 11F#=11112
G = 12 G# = 12 112

3. Next, groups will construct mathematical equations that add, subtract, multiply, and
divide whole numbers and fractions. This is an excellent opportunity to teach the
concepts of commutative and associative properties. Each equation should have at
least five variables and its answer should correspond with the note it represents. For
example:

(

Note 1:
Note 2:

112 + 3 + 1- 112 + 5-3 112 = 5 1/2
(or the note "G#")
1,000,000- 100,000 + 2- 899,999- 1 112 = 1 112
(or the note C#)

Groups should construct problems in this fashion to create a worksheet that other
groups/students can figure out. The mathematical concepts represented in the
equations can be adapted depending on skill level of the class.
4. After groups are done constructing the worksheets, have them exchange papers and
work on solving the problems to identify the notes that make up the "hidden" musical
pattern.
5. Once the pattern is discovered, have groups play the patterns back to the original
composers to verify if the pattern is correct.
Closure Activity:
Groups can transcribe their musical pattern to sheet music using the notes (eighth,
quarter, half, and whole) discussed in earlier lessons. The groups can also combine
musical patterns together to create a class song.
Assessment:
Have students write in their math journals on how they developed the musical pattern
created for this activity. Their responses should explain the ease or difficulties in
producing new patterns and how the group worked together to create the pattern. Have
them describe what could have been done differently to produce the musical pattern.
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CHAPTERS
Conclusions
Summary
Research into human development and the focus of educational reform has
spurred the interest to push traditional boundaries within education. Educators and
parents are looking for alternatives on how to better teach children the knowledge and
skills necessary to be a successful and productive member of society. The understanding
of brain development has directed curricular decisions on what and how to teach children.
State and national standards have been developed to assure students have essential
knowledge and skills. Tests that assess students' understanding of those standards
require critical-thinking, application, and communication skills important for school and
life success.
All of these issues have opened the door for educators to implement new ways to
organize and plan learning experiences for students. Curriculum integration may be an
important organizational tool for educators since it helps students connect the multitude
of life experiences and the knowledge gained from school. Jacobs (1991) describes
implementing curriculum integration helps children acquire targeted concepts and skills
of various disciplines more effectively. According to Jacobs, the traditional confines of
the school day are literally bulging, and much of the newest, most valuable knowledge
falls between the cracks of conventional subject areas. Connecting subjects through
integration enables students to think critically about their education and its usefulness
within their lives.
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For example, students begin to realize mathematics is not just manipulating
isolated numbers on a page, but something they can use in music, science, the workforce,
etc. Mathematics is essential to the human experience since it is an avenue to understand,
explore, participate, build, play, think, and communicate within the human experience.
Integrating mathematical learning experiences leads to viewing mathematics within the
human experience. The same can be said for every subject within a school curriculum.
Curriculum integration is a design that simultaneously takes into account solid subject
matter, the needs of the learners, the fostering of critical-thinking and problem-solving
skills, and connecting learning to life experience.
Curriculum integration provides an organizational design to connect planned
learning experiences. Connecting music and music education to those learning
experiences can enhance and stimulate learning of various subjects, provide new avenues
of learning, and improve education in specific skills that underlie all areas of learning
(List, 1982, p. 7). Using music in the classroom (Chalmers et al., 1999) also enhances the
learning environment by helping students to concentrate, focus, reduce stress, and
ultimately improve behaviors. Since music has such a physical and cognitive effect on
students, its importance to a school curriculum cannot be overlooked. Curriculum
integration of music may be a viable way to increase the exposure of musical experiences
within a classroom.
Connecting music education to a math curriculum provides a natural integration
model since many math concepts are applied to musical theory and vise versa. This
balance provides for subject integrity in which concepts from each subject are equally
valued, studied, and applied. This integration model can assist students in making
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curricular connections between the two subjects siuce the conceptual relationship of math
and music is easily highlighted. This integrative design can also provide students with
the experience and practice to look for curricular connections within other aspects of
disciplines studied in school and help them to connect other learning experiences.
Recommendations
Vars (1991) suggests that education trends tend to wax and wane from year to
year as educators shift attention from student performance concerns to subject matter
acquisition to social problems and back again. The key for student success within
schools is an educator having a variety of methods that can be adapted from class to class
and student to student. The use of curriculum integration may depend on the needs and
skills of the students experiencing the planned learning events.
Research cited within this project (Chalmers, Olson, & Zurkowski, 1999;
Ohlhaver, 1998) has supported the use of integrative curriculum designs and experiences
by explaining the benefits on student performance, skill acquisition, and behaviors.
Jacobs (1991) explains the premise that underscores curriculum integration is not
ideology but common sense; teachers and students need to make sensible connections
among subjects aud their world. With this in mind, teachers should strive to use
curriculum integration at some level within their classrooms to help foster students'
natural instinct to integrate their life experiences. Some recommendations to follow in
implementing curriculum integration are:
• Common planning time among teachers: Teachers need to communicate
about their integration efforts with other teachers. This communication can
help support and foster connections trying to be made through integration.
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For example, when integrating music into the regular classroom curriculum,
the school's music specialist can supplement additional information to
students and the regular classroom teacher. Common planning time provides
more opportunity for success with the integration project.
• Flexible scheduling: Teachers should not be rigid with their scheduling of
learning events. Many times the most ideal time to learn information may
not be on a set schedule. Many learning experiences of one discipline may
increase the understanding of another discipline. If those disciplines are
taught on a schedule that focuses on those concepts at different times of the
day, opportunity to make sensible connections may be lost.
• Map curriculum choices: By assessing the scope and sequence of the learning
experiences, teachers can identify potential areas for integration based on
what they are already teaching rather than inserting something new into a
planned curriculum. This will allow the integration to promote natural
connections rather than a strained integration experiences.
• Provide many opportunities for students to make all curricular connections:
The connections within an integrated unit can be implicitly or explicitly
distinguished, but must be made by the students. Teachers can help students
do this through focused student discussions, journal writing, and problem
solving activities that allow the connections to be highlighted and applied.
Curriculum integration is a major project for teachers and schools to undertake.
Teachers interested in implementing integration designs within their classroom or schools
must spend a considerable amount of time planning the integrated learning experiences.
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Teachers need to plan accordingly to assure a balanced integrative learning experience
without compromising the integrity of subjects. Teachers must utilize many resources to
assure students have genuine learning experiences within each integrated subject,
especially when any of those subjects may not be a teacher's specialty. It is also difficult
to find time for common planning within the time frame of a school day. The needs of
the students must be the driving force behind any integration project, even though
additional time must be spent on planning.
The use of music as a classroom tool, the effect of music education, and the
importance of music within the regular school curriculum are supported by educators,
parents, and society. To fulfill these needs, students should have a variety of musical
experiences throughout their education. As this project has shown, music integration can
provide positive musical learning experiences and at the same time foster the basic
educational requirements and goals set for students within other disciplines. Teachers
can also use music in the classroom to increase skill acquisition, motivation, and develop
a positive learning environment. Here are some recommendations on using music in the
classroom:

•

Attempt to use music on a consistent basis: Students will develop and foster
an appreciation of music and its effect on education if introduced
consistently into their learning environment. Teachers should not only focus
on music integration and education but also use music to set the learning
atmosphere, for relaxation, or pure enjoyment. Use music throughout the
school day depending on the needs and experiences of the students.
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•

Make sure the music is enjoyable to the students: Give students some
ownership in the selection of music within the limits of the educational
setting. Popular music may have a great impact on student motivation,
behaviors, and skill acquisition.

•

Try out a variety of musical genres and tempos: This can be helpful in using
background music to set the mood of the learning environment and to help
students focus or relax.

An integrated and music-rich cu1Ticulum supports a student-centered and
constructivist approach to education since both concepts stress the needs and
development of students. Both concepts also require students to be engaged in an active
learning process, building their own knowledge, and connecting that knowledge to their
own lives. Since integrating life experiences and music experiences is an integral aspect
of the human existence, both should be an integral part of the school experience.
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